
The question has been posed. How should we describe Trump? There has been a lot of 
Trump bashing. But there is another perspective on Trump, another side of the coin that 
shows Trump is God’s man for this precise time in history.  
 
I would describe Trump this way...  
 
(1) Trump loves Israel. More than any other American President in history, he is like king 
Cyrus of old, who returned Israel back to the Holy City Jerusalem. Trump’s comparison to 
Cyrus comes from the prime minister of Israel himself, Benjamin Netanyahu and many 
other Israelis like Jerusalem Post’s Caroline Glick. It comes because of Trump’s recent 
relocating of the American embassy to Jerusalem on the 70th year anniversary of the state 
of Israel. Trump is the only president with the courage to follow a law enacted by Congress 
in 1987.  We are getting to witness something unprecedented and something rare like a 
miracle. Just as God put the pagan king Cyrus in power just at the right time at the end of 
Israel’s 70 years of captivity to fulfill Jeremiah’s prophecy, so Trump comes precisely at the 
right time in history to establish Jerusalem as Israel’s capitol in the eyes of the world. This 
must happen in order for the third Temple ultimately (and very soon) to be built on the 
Temple Mount at the time of the prophesied Jacob’s troubles or Tribulation. Trump’s love 
of Israel (so contrasted to Obama’s antipathy of Israel) alone justifies the Christian saying 
he is God’s man for this precise hour in history.  
 
(2) Trump loves America. His America First campaign emphasizes the return to American 
values of God and country. He is returning many overseas companies back to America and 
returning jobs to the American people. The cynical decision of CEO’s to go where the cheap 
labor is is no longer an acceptable practice in America. Trump is backing up his words with 
big fines to businesses who don’t participate in Trump’s new vision for America. Trump is 
furthermore safeguarding our national sovereignty, not giving-in any longer to the 
globalists who see us all as part of the new world order submitting to the will of the UN. He 
is making our trade deals much more equitable, no longer requiring the US to pay the bulk 
of the trade penalties. Trump is bringing pride back in America, which was lost during the 
Obama years of multiculturalism. America was founded by men who believed the 
Constitution is our rule of law that all people no matter color or creed must submit to and 
live by. Trump is bringing these values back to America and saving us from falling into the 
power of world gov’t.  
 
(3) More than any president since Ronald Reagan, Trump is sensitive to Christian issues 
such as the right to life, and the right to oppose gay marriage and promote Biblical 
marriage in the pulpits and in public. Trump is taking steps to defund Planned Parenthood. 
Trump recently refused to acknowledge Gay pride month for the second time. He refused in 
his first year of office too. This is a powerful message to Christians that we are free to 
oppose LGBTQ agenda, while his administration won’t pursue harassing the Christian 
community for their public Biblical stances of sex and marriage. This isn’t stopping 
California of course from trying to pass laws to make it illegal to change a gay person back 
to normal, and teaching LGBTQ agenda is sin. But Trump’s example is a powerful force 
against such evil laws that go against Biblical teaching.  
 



(4) Trump opposes globalism. This is HUGE! He opposed and refused to sign the Obama/EU 
global warming accord. He stopped the renewing of the Obama/EU Iran nuclear weapons 
agreement. Trump moved the American embassy to Jerusalem. He opposes EU open border 
illegal immigration policies. He is promoting trade deals that protect America and are more 
equitable between parties. All of these actions put Trump on the globalist’s hit list of 
reasons to hate him, and puts him on a collision course with Satan’s man of sin as a 
prominent ANTI-AntiChrist. Trump’s anti-globalism stance is the second greatest reason to 
believe Trump is God’s man for this precise time in history. He is delaying the Antichrist’s 
program of world gov’t for a season, while making America a shining example to the world 
of what it still means to be a sovereign nation.  
 
I hope you understand that globalism, world gov’t, new world order (whatever you want to 
call it) was a foregone conclusion with all other presidents (Christian or otherwise) in the 
Whitehouse. Trump has alone, for a short season, stopped that forward progress of selling 
America away to the EU/Arab/UN. That is HUGE. 
 
(5) Trump appears beholden to no one, but his own ideas. This is great news and essential 
for changing OLD PARADIGMS that desperately need to be changed. Both political parties 
hate him. The EU hates him. The Arabs hate him. The UN hates him. The globalists, 
especially the powerful George Soros, hate him. The feminists hate him. The LGBTQ hate 
him. The progressive left major media hates him. Hollywood hates him. The progressive 
church hates him. Yet he maintains a strong Christian base that supports him, even loves 
him. I love this about Trump, that he is not a puppet politician. Trump is truly changing 
things, and his many enemies hate him for it.  
 
(6) Trump said in a speech to the NRA recently that he LOVES THE FIGHT. That is excellent 
news for Christians, as he needs to be a warrior with unpenetratable armor in order to win 
the many battles and give us this brief season of relative calm before the storm to share the 
message of Christ. Think about it. If you are almost completely alone fighting literally the 
world, how are you going to win the daily battles if you don’t have armor, while everyone is 
calling you every evil name in the book and then some? Trump is God’s man at this precise 
time in history to accomplish what is supposed to be accomplished.  
 
(7) Trump shouldn’t have won the election according to vitually every political pundit in 
the world, but he did. That either makes the pundits incredibly stupid or absolute liars. Or 
it makes Trump’s victory a complete miracle, and that would mean Trump is God’s man for 
this precise time in history.  
 
(8) Trump is being subjected to the greatest negative media propaganda campaign in the 
history of American politics. One Harvard report states,  
 
“No U.S. president has received as much coverage or as much negative coverage as Donald 
Trump in the modern media age, the report concluded after reviewing the first 100 days of 
media reports from seven U.S. print and broadcast outlets and three foreign media outlets.” 
 



And the press coverage has only gotten worse to the point that Trump uses his Twitter 
account to communicate directly to the people. Is it any wonder that if you watch or read 
the major media relative to Trump, that you will come away with an extremely biased 
negative opinion of Trump?  
 
What I did long ago was to turn off CNN and the major network news; threw away the 
Tulsa World, New York Times and the LA Times; turned off Hollywood; and threw away the 
news magazines; and I even ignore the SBC Ethics Commission, who have tried to connect 
Trump to white supremacy.  I am now breathing the clean air again and have given my 
brain freedom from the constant barrage of Trump bashing that is not based on reason and 
evidence, but pure emotion and hatred.  
 
Think about it. Trump is changing the paradigm right before our eyes. Do you think the 
progressive left who own the media, who own education, who own world politics are going 
to lay down their arms and surrender? No way! They are going to do the opposite, and go 
for broke, and they don’t care how they do it by hook or crook. They are rolling the dice and 
betting everything on a high stakes gamble to try to stop Trump in his tracks. Trump isn’t 
playing ball the way every other politician has in history, so they have to try to get rid of 
him to stop him.  
 
I recommend on the other hand, you go for alternative news sources, such as: Caroline 
Glick editor of the Jerusalem Post, and recently acquired by Breitbart. Breibart is another 
good source. Worldnetdaily comes to mind. Franklin Graham on Facebook; he has the ear 
of the president and often comments on news and how Christians should respond. On 
YouTube, Amir Tsarfati’s Behold Israel gives the Jewish Christian’s perspective of world 
news. On Twitter, I connect with Derek Gilbert and Nigel Farage. Gatewaypundit.com is 
another edgy, but good source. Also, the local newspaper Beacon is good. These are just a 
select few of my sources that I have researched.   
 
(9) The completely fake Russian dossier perpetrated against Trump, and still being 
perpetrated against him, and the so-called Russian hacking of the election, even though 
there is not a sentilla of truth in it, is unprecedented in American politics. We expect this 
kind of propaganda in Nazi Germany, but not in America. The CIA, the FBI, Obama, Hillary, 
Senator McCain, special counsel Mueller, the British Intelligence and many other greater or 
lesser players all have their hands dirtied in this complete and utter highstakes dirty 
politics lying game. All done to unseat a democratically elected president, and to cover the 
rearends of the real perpetrators who masterminded spygate.   
 
Here is what one political commentator said about spygate: 
 
“As I think most persons paying attention now realize, the investigation into foreign 
interference with the 2016 election was created as a cover for domestic interference with 
the 2016 election.” 
 
That is a good summarization of what is going on with Mueller’s investigation. Which by 
the way has turned up zero evidence against Trump but involuntarily discovered a bounty 
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of crimes perpetrated against Trump and the American people. The real criminals are 
trying to stick Trump with the blame of their own sins. Enough already. Shut down the 
investigation, and turn the lights on Hillary and Obama and the rest of the gang of fake 
heroes, and bring real justice to America and the world.  
 
(10) With Trump is a time when the church should flourish to do the hard work of firmly 
speaking TRUTH IN LOVE to a world that desperately needs to hear God’s warning. The 
church can do this especially during Trump’s CALM BEFORE THE STORM without fear of 
harassment from the Whitehouse or presidential orders to try to stop us. The Lord’s 
coming is closer than it ever has been. The signs of Christ’s return are everywhere, not the 
least of which is Israel, God’s prophetic time clock. The watershed issue of our day without 
doubt is the LGBTQ agenda, and Trump is sensitive to our position. At a time when much of 
the church is caving to the gay agenda, we should be marshaling our forces and preaching 
the tough love of Romans 1. Paul’s prophecy that “evil men and seducers shall wax worse 
and worse, deceiving,  and being deceived” is never more accurate than today. Never in 
history until now has a nation and world promoted transgender on our children, deeming it 
right to fill them with chemicals that supposedly changes their sex, but sterilizes them 
forever. This is beyond tragic and is nothing less than Satanic. Trump is the CALM BEFORE 
THE STORM for true believers in Christ to counter these evil times in which we live.  
 
 
Jesus said,  
 
“And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your 
redemption draws nigh.” 
 
 


